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Aprender antropologia laplantine

Reviewed by Maria Edineme Lopez, Student of the Course of Administration, Module IV, Federal University of Piaue, 2016.Sobre Francois Laplantin: born in France on February 11, 1943. Ph.D. in Anthropology at the University of Paris, Researcher in Anthropology and Ethnography, is a Professor of Ethnology at the
University of Lyon II. In addition to LearningAnthropology, Laplantines is the author of ethnopsyhiatry (Editions Universitaires, 1973), Three Voices of the Imaginary: Mechanism, Possession and Utopia (Universitaires, 1974), Anthropology of Disease (Editions Chapters I to V of Francois Laplantine's Training of
Anthropology about the history of anthropology from its inception, back in the 14th century, when the first contacts of European peoples with new and different cultures take place, until the moment when it begins, in fact, to mature and prove itself as a social science. According to the first chapter, the history of
anthropology began with the great European sea voyages supporting the discovery of cultures that were never presented, and describes the poor impressions of Europeans about the cultures newly found by the sailors, and how they felt superior to the inhabitants of the New World, giving themselves the right to use their
own criteria to judge whether these people could be part of a race seen as a great influence caused by cultural shock. Despite Europe's great resistance to accepting these cultures as normal, there were already people who defended new nations and people who supported the position of the European continent, like Las
Casas and Selpuver respectively, and who have long been involved in several debates on the subject. As we can see, The Book of Laplantine suggests that there is a double ideological reaction, opposing each other, not only at the beginning of the discoveries of new cultures, but which remain - despite numerous
studies es anthropologists - to this day. For the author, although reflections on man are as old as the emergence of humanity and all the efforts of science, we still can not come to an exact conclusion about man, a situation that will still last for a long time. Although Europe's negative view of new nations has long been
maintained, the second chapter of society, which once judged natives as inferior beings, begins to question European ethnocentrism and create even timid, the basis for a future discipline that will study man and his multiculturalism. A person begins to understand that cultural pluralism on Earth, not just the culture they
thought was right and served as a setting for everyone else. Whereas in the past the scientific community was content with simple travel messages, it is beginning to realize that this alone is no longer enough to rely on the information transmitted by these reports. At present, it is necessary to absorb more in-depth the
information generated from there by ethnography. Then comes the Society of Human Observers in its physical, mental, social and cultural aspects, formed by doctors, philosophers, moralists, idealists and naturalists. The researcher will now observe his research site in more detail and in a way that is close to scientific
goals, although still at a distance. To do this, a more focused way to better know this reality, inhabited in distant lands. Reports had to be abandoned and questionnaires were accepted as a research tool to be answered by intermediaries, who were often sent to new lands for other purposes. These questionnaires will be
analyzed by scientists from whom they drew and recorded their conclusions about the primitive person. While Chapter III is dedicated to the scientists who have done their first research on anthropological issues - Maine, Bachofen, Fustel de Coolanges, McLennan, Taylor, Morgan, Fraser ... whom Laplantine calls
research-scientists, referring to their works and comparing them with each other, they continued to be made on the basis of the results of field studies conducted by other people, in this case travelers, missionaries, administrators of new lands, using tools created by scientists who were in their metropolis, caring only
about receiving, studying and interpreting information brought by intermediaries between scientists and the object of research and in the absence of any document scientists sought to supplement only the intuition of the scientists. For Laplantine it would be very easy to discredit the work of these scientists, were it not for
the importance and necessity of this stage in the history of anthropology for us to get to what we are today. At this stage there was already a mature idea of evolutionary theory, harshly criticized later by anthropologist Levi-Strauss, who advocated the non-hierarchization of peoples or cultures taking into account the
universality of human thought, regardless of whether it belongs to the so-called civilized culture or the so-called wild culture. According to him, all cultures, though different, and this difference is that brings originality, diversity in the cultural richness that today the world is losing. The loss of cultural identity was one of
Strauss's fears. two precursors to ethnography: Franz Boas, an American of German descent whose concern was how field studies were practiced. I thought everything had to be written down scrupulously. According to Boas, it was necessary to study the details in detail, to make a very correct transcription of objects
observed in an attempt to reduce to the smallest number of possible errors the moment of interpretation of the study, which would be impossible with outsourcing field research. He was the first to sharply criticize evolutionism (although others had already paved the way for it) and one of the first to show the need for the
scientist himself to immerse himself in the culture studied, including recording facts in the same language occurring in society; Malinovsky, another important name of ethnography mentioned in the book, took so seriously the work of a research scientist that in addition to living with the researched society, he decided to
break the same number of contacts with the European world during the implementation of his works, believing that he could be influenced by ethnocentric thinking. Malinovsky richly portrays his day-to-day work as a researcher in the book Argonauts of the Western Pacific.Since then anthropology has become
unfavorable to evolutionism, persuading or trying to convince the world that all societies except ourown as a man, and that all men and women do not become primitive because they behave differently than we do. According to Lagplantin, we cannot deny the great contribution of Boas and Mlinowski, because it is
because of his concern about the development of ethnography as a tool for the dissemination of anthropology that humanity has made great progress in transforming it into science. Like Chapter IV, which refers to the creators of ethnography, Chapter V is devoted to the first theorists of anthropology, Durkheim and his
nephew Marcel Maus, turning beyond the ideas and works of these early theorists, adding criticism and even some opposition to the works or thoughts of other scientists, including other disciplines. According to the chapter, these theorists spread the idea that each discipline should free each other. Durkheim's biggest
concern was that anthropology should be an offshoot of sociology, Mauss disagreed and worked his whole life to make anthropology an independent discipline. Laplantine makes a comparison by finding very close thoughts between the Malin argonauts of the western Pacific and the Mauss Essay on Gift.In summary,
The Francois Laplantin Book of Learning Anthropology consists of 20 chapters: 19 chapters on anthropology and the twentieth dedicated to its author. This is could be very well used to tell your life and major contribution to anthropology and society. However, it was decided only to list his works. Speaking of the ideals of
some scholars, the author also compares with the ideas of other theorists, identical or opposite, modern or not, as well as the juxtaposition of cultures, including, current, mentioning and emphasizing the importance of facts arising in each era, and the main names and their respective contributions to anthropology in the
promotion and achievement of the current stage as a science. According to the introduction to the book, Kaplantin did not intend to direct his work exclusively to anthropologists or people who perform functions related to anthropology, but mainly to students who seek basic knowledge of the history of discipline among
other possible stakeholders, and for this he uses the language of easy understanding, good author's tactics to reach the greatest number of readers possible. Another interesting feature is the connection between the chapters. They all complement each other, so the reader can count as a good base from the current
chapter for the next chapter, and a good addition to the ation from the current chapter to the previous chapter. Finally, these characteristics of Francois Laplantine's Training of Anthropology make his reading more accurate, easy and enjoyable, encouraging reading, and therefore provides good and fruitful training to
those who have the opportunity to learn it. I know him.
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